IS6000

Postage Machines
The obvious Choice in
High Volume Mailing

Postage discounts available!
Now with full access to online
reporting tool “MyQuadient”

IS6000

The New Choice That Delivers Reliable
Production and Maximum Uptime
The IS6000e has set a new standard for mailing system
productivity, operability and efficiency.
This is the next-generation mailing system. The IS6000e delivers simple ergonomic operations;
investment protection and cost savings and reliable production and maximum uptime. Coupled
with the new internet connection and powerful integrated software solutions for postal
management, the IS6000e is the best choice if you are looking for a high-volume mailing
system.

Easy Operation

Cost Saving

Efficient

Innovative

We care about the environment
Quadient is aiming to reduce the environment effect of its
solutions by employing eco-design principles. The IS6000e
series has been developed to save energy mainly thanks to its
automatic sleep mode and auto-off function.

Get More From Your Mailing System...
MyQuadient Portal is the easy and flexible way to manage your postage expenses.

Combine the activities of multiple machines in multiple
locations

Productivity
You Can Count On
Meeting the demands of your
mail processing center can
be tough. Whether you are
working to time-critical
deadlines or your daily
routing has been altered, the
bottom line is the work has
to be done. You need a
durable and reliable
workhorse that is going to
deliver.
With an overall weight of
approximately 95kg and
tested to 30 million cycles,
the IS6000e is always up for
a challenge.
It has what it takes to
maximise throughput
including:

High capacity envelope
feeder with reload on-the-fly
capability

True mixed mail feeding that
eliminates pre-sorting

Three speed choices up to
210, 260 or 300 lpm

Export data in a suitable format for analysis
Track all postage expenses and maximise your savings
Easily set budgets and be alerted if expenditure exceeds the
limits set

MyQuadient will collect, maintain and report on mail accounting data, helping you track
and better control your business’s mailing expenses. Productivity is naturally enhanced,
with better management of all aspects of mail reporting and budgeting.

Dynamic scale that rapidly
weighs and measures mail
in-line

Superior sealing capabilities

MyQuadient can be accessed from any computer with an internet connection - there’s no
need to install software on every user’s PC.
The easy-to-use customisable user interface provides instant access to all mail data, in all
mailrooms, in real time.

A power conveyor stacker
with a storage capacity ratio
in sync with the feeder

IS6000

Heigh adjustable
15” touch-screen
moves backwards and
forwards, swivels left and
right and moves up and down

External weighing
platform
facilitates the processing of
oversized mail pieces, media
and parcels

Dynamic scale
rapidly weighs and
measures mail in-line

Give the Right Impression
Enhance the professional
look of your organisation.
You can easily customise
your mail message to include
your company name, special
greetings or marketing
slogans to reinforce the
communication to your
customers. Your imprint will
be sharp and fully postal
compliant printing the latest
technology, the smaller IBI
Lite, 2-D barcode.

High capacity
envelope feeder
with reload on-the-fly
capability

Simple,
Ergonomic Operations
The IS6000e has been
designed with the operator
in mind. At first glance, you
will notice all mailing
operations are controlled
from the same area, creating
the ideal ergonomic
workspace.

e

This system’s modular and
flexible design allows
operators to adjust and place
components within arm’s
reach, minimising the range
of motion, ensuring optimal
work-flow and comfort.
- All screens feature large
descriptive buttons and
prompts, making navigation
a breeze. Operators can
create rate shortcuts and
favourites for rates as well as
customised menu keys, all on
the home screen.
- The added comfort of a full
keyboard facilitates setting
up an account or department
and usage.
- A dedicated workspace
under the screen provides an
additional area for sorting
and preparing mail.

Cost Savings

25 cm

35-45 cm

55-65cm

100 cm
160 cm

50 cm

New ink and printing
technology provides
maximum return on your
investment. Say good-bye to
the additional consumable
costs of print heads. Every IS
comes standard with a
permanent print head
designed to last the life of
the mailing system.

IS6000

IS6000e Series - A Modular design

Specifications
Speed (batch processing)

Up to 300 lpm

Dynamic Weighing Speed

Up to 180 lpm

Large 15” Control Panel

Colour Touch Screen

Internet toggle

Option

Maximum Envelope Thickness

20 mm

Every IS is built to meet the specific needs of your
business. The advanced modular design allows you to
configure a system for which you only purchase the
components, apps and options that you need, so
eliminating any unnecessary expenditure.

Automatic

Label Dispenser
Preset jobs

15

Advertising slogans

10

Mail Class Automatically Printed

Yes

Incoming Mail Date Stamp

Yes

Adjustable Water Flow for Sealer

Yes

Account Reporting & Control

Up to 1000 depts
MyQuadient

Mail Accounting Software
Permanent Print Head

Yes

Ultra High Capacity Ink Tank

Yes

Peripherals
Dynamic Scale

We’ve got you
Covered.
Quadient’s customer support is there for you with
our contact center and trained technicians who are
ready to assist you. We are committed to providing
you with world class customer satisfaction and offer
automatic diagnostics with our product line.

Optional

Weighing Platforms

3, 5, 10, 35 kg

Differential Weighing

Optional

Barode Scanner

Optional

USB Mass Storage

Optional

External USB Report Printer

Optional

Online Management
Yes

Low-Ink E-mail Alerts

Yes
MyQuadient

System Dimensions
Mailing system with catch tray

150 x 64 x 36 mm

Mailing system with dynamic scale
and catch tray

198 x 64 x 35 mm

Power conveyor stacker

102 x 36 x 30 mm

Adjustable control panel height

Full department expenditure, including surcharges
Period x Period reporting
Group machines into one collective report

Postal Rate Change Downloads

View Postage Usage Online

Full day x day analysis of postal expenditure

84 cm

About Quadient
Quadient is the driving force behind the world’s most
meaningful customer experiences. By focusing on four
key solution areas including Customer Experience
Management, Business Process Automation,
Mail-related Solutions, and Parcel Locker Solutions,
Quadient helps simplify the connection between
people and what matters. Quadient supports
hundreds of thousands of customers worldwide in
their quest to create relevant, personalized
connections and achieve customer experience
excellence. For more information about Quadient,
visit quadient.com.au

Your Needs, Your Solution
Quadient Finance is committed to helping you manage
your investment. Through our internal financing
program, we reinforce our commitment of providing
flexible financing solutions.
Quadient® and the Quadient logo are registered trademarks of Quadient
group AG. All other company and product names may be trademarks and are
the property of their respective owners. All information in this document,
including descriptions of features, functions, performance and specifications
is subject to change without written notice at any time. www.quadient.com.au

